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ABSTRACT Paxillinisanadaptormoleculeinvolvedintheassemblyoffocaladhesions.Usingdifferentﬂuorescenceﬂuctuation
approaches, we established that paxillin-EGFP is dynamic on many timescales within the cell, ranging from milliseconds to
seconds. In the cytoplasmic regions, far from adhesions, paxillin is uniformly distributed and freely diffusing as a monomer, as
determinedbysingle-point ﬂuctuationcorrelationspectroscopyandphoton-countinghistogramanalysis.Nearadhesions,paxillin
dynamics are reduced drastically, presumably due to binding to protein partners within the adhesions. The photon-counting
histogram analysis of the ﬂuctuation amplitudes reveals that this binding equilibrium in new or assembling adhesions is due to
paxillin monomers binding to quasi-immobile structures, whereas in disassembling adhesions or regions of adhesions, the
equilibrium is due to exchange of large aggregates. Scanning ﬂuctuation correlation spectroscopy and raster-scan image
correlation spectroscopy analysis of laser confocal images show that the environments within adhesions are heterogeneous.
Relatively large adhesions appear to slide transversally due to a treadmilling mechanism through the addition of monomeric
paxillin at one side and removal of relatively large aggregates of proteins from the retracting edge. Total internal reﬂection
microscopy performed with a fast acquisition EM-CCD camera completes the overall dynamic picture and adds details of the
heterogeneous dynamics across single adhesions and simultaneous bursts of activity at many adhesions across the cell.
INTRODUCTION
The formation and disassembly of adhesions is central to cell
migration. Adhesions form near the leading edge and stabi-
lizetheextendingprotrusion,form connectionswiththeactin
cytoskeleton to provide traction, and initiate a plethora of
signals, including those that regulate migration-related pro-
cesses (1,2). Some of these initial adhesions turn over rapidly
in consort with the extension of the leading edge; others
stabilize and mature into larger adhesions (3–5). In rapidly
migrating cells, the rapid turnover of small adhesions in
protrusions is highly prominent, whereas less motile cells are
populated by larger, more stable adhesions (6). Adhesions
also disassemble at the rear of migrating cells during tail
retraction (1,7).
Althoughsigniﬁcantprogresshasbeenmadeinelucidating
the signals that regulate adhesion dynamics, the mechanisms
by which these signals affect the adhesions and control their
assembly, maturation, and disassembly are not well under-
stood. It appears that adhesion assembly is at least partially
regulatedand sequential and thus can result ina large number
of different adhesion sizes and compositions. The adhesions
in highly motile cells, for example, tend to be small, and in
some cases, they are not readily visualized by conventional
light microscopy (6). In contrast, adhesions in less motile
cells are heterogeneous; smaller adhesions reside near the
leading edge, and larger adhesions are more peripheral and at
the rear of the cell (6). The stability and maturation of ad-
hesions are regulated by a complex signaling network that
includes kinases like Src, FAK, PAK, and Erk, adapters like
paxillin, and regulatory nodes that include Rho-family
GTPases, like Rac and Rho. Effectors include myosin II for
inducing tension, calpain to cleave talin and other adhesion
components, and phosphorylation events that alter the afﬁn-
ities of different adhesion components (8).
The assembly process is thought to begin with receptor
ligation and a talin-induced increase in integrin activation
(afﬁnity) and/or the formation of small, submicroscopic
clusters of adhesion receptors (9–14), although the presence
of small preformed complexes, outside of adhesions, is also
possible (14). Tension and posttranslational modiﬁcations of
adhesion components appear to mediate adhesion growth
(15). However, the critical posttranslational modiﬁcations
have not yet been identiﬁed, and the mechanism by which
tension mediates adhesion assembly is not known. Disas-
sembly is thought to be mediated in several ways, including
by changes in tension and posttranslational modiﬁcations or
by proteolytic cleavage of critical adhesion components (16–
18). In retracting regions of the cell, adhesions tend to move
retrograde and then disperse and leave integrin (with a por-
tion of the membrane) on the substratum, suggesting a dis-
connect between integrin and the bulk of the adhesion during
disassembly (13).
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organization (i.e., clustering), are likely critical elements in
mediating the formation and disassembly of adhesions. The
challenge, therefore, is to develop methods for measuring
these parameters during adhesion formation and disassembly
in migrating cells. To be useful, these measurements need to
be made with a resolution that captures these highlylocalized
and transient events, which occur in speciﬁc regions of the
cell and at speciﬁc times during migration. The ideal technol-
ogy would provide cellular maps of binding and interaction
dataat diffraction-limited resolution and over a wide range of
dynamics using image sequences of migrating cells. Recent
developments in correlation microscopy are beginning to
approach this goal. Raster image correlation spectroscopy
(RICS), for example, provides the needed data over a wide
dynamicrangewithaspatialresolutionof;2mm
2(13,19–23).
In this study, we develop and use several related and
complementary intensity ﬂuctuation modalities, e.g., point,
line and orbit scanning ﬂuctuation correlation spectroscopy
(FCS), temporal ICS (TICS), photon-counting histograms
(PCH), RICS, and camera based total internal reﬂection ﬂu-
orescence (TIRF-TICS). These different methods allow us to
capturediffusionandbindinginformation atveryhighspatial
resolution (diffraction-limited) and over a wide range of tem-
poral dynamics, from microseconds to minutes. The methods
we describe have complementary temporal and/or spatial
resolution and thus provide information on different aspects
ofproteindynamicswithinandaroundadhesionsduringtheir
assembly and disassembly.
We apply these technologies to study paxillin, an adhesion
adaptor protein that plays a prominent role in regulating ad-
hesion formation and turnover (24). We ﬁrst measured pax-
illin dynamics in the cytoplasm, where it is present as single
molecules or in very small aggregates, and then measured
paxillin binding and unbinding to adhesions at various loci in
the cell, including adhesions near the leading edge during
their assembly and disassembly. The data reveal rapid bind-
ing dynamics of paxillin in newly forming and maturing re-
gions of adhesions and high afﬁnity and clustering in more
mature or disassembling adhesions. The data also reveal dy-
namic differences among adhesions and a large gradient of
binding interactions and clustering within individual adhe-
sions. This latter observation leads to a model for the move-
ment (sliding) of adhesions in which the leading and trailing
ends of the adhesions are assembling and disassembling in
concertwiththeadditionofsinglepaxillinmoleculesorsmall
complexes to the assembling border and large aggregates
leaving the disassembling end.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and transfection
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO-K1) cells stably transfected with paxillin-
enhanced green ﬂuorescent protein (EGFP) were cultured and maintained in
a humidiﬁed, 8.5% CO2 atmosphere at 37 C in Dulbecco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s
medium (Gibco, Paisley, UK) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum,
nonessential amino acids, glutamine, and 0.5 mg/mL geneticin (G418) (In-
vitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) to maintain selection of transfected cells.
Mouse embryo ﬁbroblasts (MEFs) were cultured in high-glucose Dul-
becco’s modiﬁed Eagle’s medium (Life Technologies, Rockville, MD)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% (v/v) nonessential
amino acids, and penicillin/streptomycin (3). The cells were transfected
using Lipofectamine according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Life
Technologies). Generally, 0.25 mg of plasmid (diluted with Dulbecco’s
phosphate-buffered saline) encoding paxillin-EGFP was incubated with 5 ml
of Lipofectamine for 30 min. The diluted mixture was then added to 2 3 104
MEF cells prewashed with serum-free media and then incubated for 4 h. The
medium was then changed to serum containing, and the cells were main-
tained in a humidiﬁed, 8.5% CO2 atmosphere at 37 C and used within 48 h.
In some cases, the MEFs were transfected with paxillin-EGFP. Cells were
trypsinized and plated on 35-mm optic glass-bottom dishes (Matek,
Tewksbury, MA) precoated with 2 mg/mL ﬁbronectin 1 h before imaging.
The cells were maintained in CCM1 medium (Hyclone, Logan, UT) at 37 C
during the course of the experiments with a Warner Instruments heated stage
insert (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT).
Microscopy
Two-photon microscopy
Measurements with two-photon excitation used a scanning ﬂuorescence
microscope (M3) built at the Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics (Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL) around a Zeiss M135
microscope body. For raster and circular scanning, the laser was guided into
the microscope by xy galvanoscanner mirrors (6350, Cambridge Technol-
ogy,Cambridge,MA).Themirrorsaredriveninapresetscanningpathusing
the ISS 3-axis card (ISS, Champaign, IL) and synchronized with data ac-
quisition using the ISS-FCS dual channel card (ISS). For scanning in a cir-
cular orbit, the x and y scan mirrors are driven by two identical sine waves
with a 90  phase shift. The radius and frequency of the circular scan were
controlledbytheamplitudeandfrequencyofthesinewave.Forarasterscan,
the x and y scanner mirrors were driven by two sawtooth signals at different
frequencies. A photomultiplier tube (R7400, Hamamatsu Photonics,
Bridgewater, NJ) was used for light detection in the photon-counting mode.
Data were acquired and processed by the SimFCS software developed at the
Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics. A mode-locked titanium-sapphire
laserwith80-fspulses(Tsunami,Spectra-Physics,PaloAlto,CA)coupledto
thebackportofthemicroscopewasusedforexcitation.ABG39opticalﬁlter
was placed before the photomultiplier for efﬁcient suppression of infrared
usedforexcitationlight.A403waterimmersionobjective(Zeiss,Germany)
with 1.2 NA was used for the measurements. The volume of the point spread
function (PSF) was calibrated by measuring the autocorrelation curve for 20
nM ﬂuorescein in 0.01 M NaOH, which was ﬁt in turn with a diffusion
coefﬁcient of 300 mm
2/s. Typical values of w0 (that deﬁne the point spread
function) were in the range 0.30–0.50 mm, depending on the laser wave-
length and objective used. The average power at the sample was maintained
at the milliwatt level. Under these circumstances, we have not observed
appreciable blinking of the EGFP molecules, and photobleaching was min-
imized.
For two-photon excitation, scanning ﬂuorescence imaging data were
collected at the rate of 32 ms/pixel. The scan area for a full frame (256 3 256
pixels)correspondsto32332mm.Theaverageﬂuorescenceintensityofthe
sample remained constant, indicating that the ﬂuorophore was not photo-
bleached signiﬁcantly during the measurement.
Single-point and scanning FCS analysis
Single-point FCS data were analyzed using the autocorrelation function
(ACF) ﬁt to a three-dimensional Gaussian-Lorentzian beam proﬁle as de-
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of the scanning orbit. The scanning diameters ranged between 1.6 and 8 mm.
The period of the orbit was 1 ms and 64 points were sampled along the orbit.
The data collected during the circular scanning are presented in a pseudo-
image in which the intensity along one orbit is displayed in the horizontal
axis and each subsequent orbit is displayed in the vertical axis starting at the
top of the pseudoimage, also called the ‘‘carpet.’’ The temporal data were
analyzed using either the ACF at each point along the orbit or the RICS
equations as described in (19). For time correlation, each column of the
carpet is analyzed as a sequence of data with a sampling time equal to the
orbit time. In this way, the ﬂuctuation dynamics at each point in the orbit are
measuredwiththehighesttimeresolution(i.e.,theorbittime).Datawerealso
analyzed using the RICS spatial correlation approach (19,20). Since two
adjacent points in the orbit are acquired at very high speed (orbit period/
number of points in orbit) using the RICS approach, the microseconds time
range characteristic of diffusion times of small protein molecules in the cy-
toplasm is accessible. The intensity in a single column will vary as the im-
mobile fraction at that location bleaches. Correction for bleaching (or
increasing intensity at the assembling adhesions) was done by dividing the
time trace from one column into segments of ;20 s each and adding random
uncorrelated counts in each segment to match the intensity of the segment
with the most counts. The resulting detrended intensity versus time data are
free of the bleaching component or any other slow-intensity variation; but
theystillcontainalltherapid-correlatedintensityﬂuctuationsduetopaxillin-
EGFP dynamics up to a timescale of ;10 s.
One-photon excitation line scanning and raster image
correlation spectroscopy
Line scanning and raster scanning measurements were performed with the
Olympus Fluoview 300 (Olympus, Melville, NY) confocal microscope at-
tached to an IX71 microscope with a 603, 1.4 NA PlanApo oil-immersion
objective. Raster-scanned images were collected using a 256 3 256-pixel
subregion at 1024 3 1024-pixel resolution and slow scan speed (pixel dwell
time was 8 ms and interline time was 3.45 ms).
Data analysis
All FCS data were analyzed using the SimFCS program developed at the
Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics and available at http://www.






where the brackets indicate time average and dF is the ﬂuorescence intensity
ﬂuctuation or the difference between the ﬂuorescence intensity at any given
instant of time and the average ﬂuorescence intensity.
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to extract the diffusion coefﬁcient. Here, g, the illumination proﬁle factor,
was assumed to be 0.35 and 0.076 for one-photon and two-photon excitation
setups, respectively; w0 and wz, the radial and axial 1/e
2 proﬁles, respec-
tively, were independently calibrated every day using a solution of ﬂuores-
cein molecules with a known diffusion coefﬁcient of 300 mm
2/s. The factor f
is 2 for two-photon excitation and 1 for one-photon excitation. For the
























For the scanning FCS and line-scanning experiments, the diffusion coefﬁ-
cients were determined by ﬁtting the temporal ACF at each point along the
orbit or line using Eq. 2.
Binding kinetics were modeled by a bimolecular reaction between a
macromolecule (M) and a small ligand (L), assuming that the diffusion of the
macromolecule is not altered by the binding of the ligand; there is an excess
of ligand (i.e., the reaction is pseudo-ﬁrst-order); and the binding occurs
much faster than the diffusion of the macromolecule through the volume.
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wherel ¼ kfðÆCMæ1ÆCLæÞ1kb istheapparentratecoefﬁcient,withkf andkb
the forward and backward reaction rates, respectively. fM, fML, and fL are the
fractional ﬂuorescence intensity contributions of the macromolecule alone,
the macromolecule with the ligand, and the ligand alone, respectively. In our
case, M (the adhesion) represents the site of attachment of the free paxillin
molecule L (ligand). For our experimental conditions, assuming that the
empty site of attachment is not ﬂuorescent, the diffusion of the adhesion is
negligible, and free paxillin moves fast (outside the range of the interorbit or




The amplitude of intensity ﬂuctuations is proportional to the square of the
brightness of the molecule, whereas the correlation time depends both on the
forward and backward binding rates.
For the RICS analysis, the raster scan data were ﬁrst spatially auto-
correlated using the 2D fast Fourier transform method (j and c indicate





and then ﬁt to the diffusion model using the following set of equations:
Gsðj;cÞ¼Sðj;cÞ3Gðj;cÞ; (10)
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In the above equations tp and tl are the pixel dwell time and the line repeat
time, respectively, and dr is the pixel size. The pixel and line time, as well as
the pixel size, were determined for each measurement according to the
microscope scanning setup and the objective used. Removal of the immobile
fractionwas performed using the methods described in Digman et al. (19,20)
based on the subtraction of slowly changing image features (seconds) as
compared to fast diffusion of paxillin in the cytoplasm (submilliseconds) or
fast binding kinetics at adhesions (subseconds). Brieﬂy, the image sequence
stack was divided into periods of ;10–20 s. The average image was cal-
culated for each time period and subtracted pixel by pixel from each image
within the sequence during the same time period. A number equal to the
average intensity of the image was then added back to avoid having negative
intensities. This operation was then repeated for the entire image sequence,
moving the time period one frame along the sequence in a moving average
fashion. This operation of subtracting the moving part was used both for
image correction and for line- or circular-scan operations.
For PCH analysis, the system was calibrated by measuring the average
brightness of EGFP free in solution (26,27). If the ﬂuorescent proteins are
clustered, then the average brightness of a particle will increase, that is, for
dimersthebrightnesswouldbedouble,for trimersitwouldbetriple,etc.The
PCH analysis was performed according to the equations reported by Chen
etal.(26)usingtheGlobalsUnlimitedsoftwarepackage(GlobalsUnlimited,
Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, University of California, Irvine).
Detrending was done by dividing the time trace from one column in
segments of ;20 s each and adding random uncorrelated counts in each
segment to match the intensity of the segment with the most counts.
TIRF experiments were performed on an Olympus IX70 microscope
equippedwithaTIRFilluminationattachmentandusinga603Planapo,NA
1.45, TIRF oil-immersion objective. Excitation was from the 488-nm line of
a 200-mW laser attenuated with neutral-density ﬁlters and an acousto-optic
tunable ﬁlter to ;10% power. Images were collected with a Cascade 512
EM-CCD (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) used at a frame rate of 90 frames/s
using the stream acquisition feature in the MetaMorph software (Molecular
Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). The TIRF data were analyzed using the temporal
ACF method at each pixel.
The intensity derivative for the TIRF data at each point in the image was
calculated by ﬁrst averaging 128 frames (;1.42 s) and then calculating the






Heterogeneous dynamics and clustering of
paxillin across the cell
Two-photon FCS and PCH analysis of temporal intensity
ﬂuctuations within a single laser focal volume provide high-
resolution data on molecular dynamics (FCS) and states of
aggregation (PCH). The ACFs from cytosolic regions in
CHO-K1 cells display variable shapes and correlation times,
revealing heterogeneous dynamics of paxillin across the cy-
tosol (Fig. 1, upper right, point A). Control experiments on
cells that were not transfected with paxillin-EGFP showed
negligible autoﬂuorescence and no correlations were de-
tected. Data from measurements on .30 cells were pooled
and ﬁt globally (i.e., simultaneously) to a two-component
diffusion model,whichgave correlation times of t ¼ 1.34ms
and t ¼ 18.1 ms. These correlation times correspond to ap-
parent diffusion coefﬁcients (Dapp)o f1 9 . 6mm
2/s and 1.43
mm
2/s (Table 1). The fast-diffusing component ﬁts well with
the measured diffusion coefﬁcient for soluble cytosolic pro-
teins in general (27). Since the dynamics of the slower com-
ponent is ;15-fold slower than that of the faster component,
the Stokes-Einstein relationship (where D depends on the
inverse cube of the molecular mass) predicts an effective
molecular weight of ;3200 times that of the free paxillin. A
complex of this size would be visible and suggests that the
slower-moving component does not likely correspond to
FIGURE 1 Single-point FCS data from CHO k1 cells expressing paxillin-
EGFP in the cytosolic regions (A) and on the adhesions (B) were analyzed
globally using a two-component ﬁt (Table 1). Blue circles are the autocor-
relation function at points selected on adhesions; red squares are the function
at points selected in the cytosolic regions.









D1 19.6 61 44
D2 1.43 39 56
The diffusion coefﬁcients were ﬁt using the Globals analysis software
where the best ﬁt averages for diffusion D1 and D2 were ﬁxed both species
and the G(0) values were allowed to vary. The fractional contributions were
obtained from the G(0) values of more than 30 CHO-K1 cells.
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structures such as adhesions and/or steric hindrance within a
crowded protein environment. This is supported by a scatter-
plot analysis in which all of the data are presented with the
mean value, the 5–95% percent intervals and the minimum
and maximum values (Fig. 2); note that the variance of the
data is larger for locations near adhesions.
The amplitude information from the ACF ﬁtting reveals
the relative contribution of the two components to the ﬁt. In
the cytosolic regions, 61% of the paxillin contributes to the
fast component (Table 1, Fig. 2 A), whereas in regions con-
taining adhesions (Fig. 1, upper right, point B) this contri-
bution is only 44% (Table 1, Fig. 2 A).
The PCH analysis of the same temporal intensity ﬂuctua-
tion data also shows two different populations of paxillin-
EGFP. One is monomeric and likely corresponds to the
fast-diffusing component, and the other is ;10- to 20-fold
brighter(Table2).Wecanestimatethefractionsofmolecules
in each component in two ways. First, the apparent fractional
intensities depend on the square of the molecular brightness
(e). Second, the number of particles in the excitation volume
(n) can be measured from the extrapolated ACF amplitude
(G(0)). Therefore, we can calculate the relative abundance of
the monomeric (n1) and the clustered (n2) protein species
using Eqs. 4–6 (see Materials and Methods). Alternatively,
we can independently determine the number of molecules
directlyfromthePCHanalysis,asshowninTable2.Thedata
show that the fraction of the‘‘clustered’’ component (n2,Fig.
2 B) and the relative ratio of the clustered/monomeric protein
brightness (Fig. 2 C) are higher for adhesive regions of the
cell.Speciﬁcally, theclustered paxillincomponentrepresents
;5% of the protein near adhesions, whereas it represents
,1% in the cytosol (Table 2). Thus, both the correlation
function amplitude and the PCH brightness analysis show
that paxillin is more clustered in adhesive regions of the cell.
Taken together, these data show that paxillin dynamics in
the cytosol and in proximity to adhesions is very heteroge-
neous. Paxillin within the cytosol is essentially monomeric,
whereas near adhesions the dynamics are too slow to simply
arisefromproteinaggregatediffusionandarelikelytheresult
of a binding equilibrium between protein complexes con-
taining 10–20 paxillin proteins and immobile adhesion
components (e.g., integrins, actin, and actin binding pro-
teins). The slow dynamics of paxillin binding occurs with
kinetics at ;20 ms.
Paxillin dynamics is heterogeneous
across adhesions
The single-point FCS offers high spatial and temporal reso-
lution and a wide dynamic range but only provides infor-
mation at one spatial location. However, the heterogeneity in
paxillin dynamics across the cell point to the need for si-
multaneous measurements in different regions of the cell to
determine and follow changes in protein dynamics during
cellular processes. Therefore, we employed scanning-FCS
(sFCS) (25), where the laser beam is scanned in a circular
orbit, to investigate regional dynamics across adhesions.
With this approach, many pixel locations can be sampled
within one experiment at a high spatial resolution. The time
resolution for sFCS is determined by the orbit period, which
is 1 ms for these experiments. Although this timescale will
not detect free diffusion in the cytosol, it will detect the
slower dynamics characteristic of paxillin in the vicinity of
adhesions.
The intensity data captured by orbit scanning can be dis-
played in an intensity ‘‘carpet’’ (Fig. 3). The spatial infor-
mation along each orbit is displayed along each row (the x
axis, 64 pixels) and data from successive orbits is displayed
along each column (y axis). Temporal autocorrelation func-
tions are computed at each pixel location along the orbit, i.e.,
FIGURE 2 Statisticalrepresentationofsingle-pointFCSdata.Theminimum-
maximum data (3); the mean, represented by a circled ‘‘3’’; and the 5–95%
data range (boxes)a r es h o w n .( Upper) Fractional contribution from the fast-
diffusingcomponent(Dapp¼19.6mm
2/s)relativetotheslowercomponentfrom
single-point FCS data. (Lower left) Fractional contribution of the aggregated
protein (n2) relative to the total protein (monomeric (n1) plus aggregated (n2))
determined from theG(0) correlation function amplitude. (Lower right) Ratio of
the brightness of the aggregate protein (e2) to that of the monomer (e1).
TABLE 2 PCH analysis of Paxillin-EGFP
Adhesion Cytoplasm
e1 (in c/s/m) 5,700 5,730
N1 4.57 5.61
e2(in c/s/m) 122,240 68,480
N2 0.23 0.049
e2/e1 21.4 12
N2 (as % of total) 4.8 0.9
The PCH curves were Globally ﬁtted to a two species model where the
molecular brightness (e) and number of molecules (N1 and N2) were
allowed to vary. The percent number of molecules for the brighter species
(N2) shows to be more abundant in the adhesions versus the cytosol.
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carpet. Three intensity carpets (representing .50 experi-
ments) from different adhesions in different cells show that
there is heterogeneity in the dynamics of paxillin both within
a single adhesion and among different adhesions.
It can be seen in Fig. 3 that adhesion 1 (upper) was rela-
tively stable during the course of the measurement, since the
position and shape of the adhesion did not change signiﬁ-
cantly within 30 min. Although the adhesion does not appear
to move, as an average it slightly widens and shrinks. The
sFCS orbit (4 mm diameter) crossed the middle of the ad-
hesion at two locations, positions 4–11 and 28–40, which are
seen as two vertical stripes in the intensity carpet (Fig. 3,
upper). Note that the orbit appears to go outside of the cell,
but the lamellipodium actually extends outward past the
brighter adhesion. The intensity carpet reveals an initial
bleaching of the paxillin within the adhesion, with a char-
acteristic bleaching time of ;20 s (Fig. 3, upper). Bleaching
contributes to the ACF as a slowly relaxing component that
cancompletelymask other fastdynamicprocesses; therefore,
FIGURE 3 sFCSof paxillin-EGFP in and aroundan adhesion.Data were sampled at 64 kHz (1 ms/orbit, 64 points/orbit). The circle on the images shows the
center position of the laser scanning orbit. The white dot on the orbit path shows the beginning of the orbit. The orbit is scanned clockwise. Intensity carpets are
an image generated using the intensity data along each orbit, the x axis, with each successive orbit displayed along the y axis. Plots are also shown for the ACF-
extrapolated amplitude (G(0,0), solid squares), the apparent diffusion coefﬁcient in mm
2/s (Dapp, red circles), PCH analysis of the molecular brightness in kHz/
molecule, (e, blue dots), and the number density (N, solid squares) along the scan orbit. The G(0) and diffusion coefﬁcients were calculated with a one-species
ﬁt after detrending. Adhesion 1 (upper) is a relatively stationary adhesion in paxillin null MEFs (pax( / )). The region at position 35 corresponds to the bright
intensity column in the carpet representation. The total time of this measurement was 240 s. Adhesion 2 (middle) is a growing adhesion in CHO-K1 cells stably
expressing paxillin-EGFP. The orbit diameter was 0.85 mm, corresponding to a 0.04-mm pixel size, along the orbit. The total acquisition time for this
experiment was 540 s. Adhesion 3 (lower) is a growing adhesion in CHO K1 cells stably expressing paxillin-EGFP. The orbit diameter was 0.85 mm, and the
total measurement time was 540 s.
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before analysis (see Materials and Methods).
ACFs were calculated for each column of the intensity
carpet, i.e., each pixel location along the scan orbit. Initially,
all of the ACFs along the orbit were globally ﬁt by averaging.
The analysis revealed at least two different paxillin popula-
tions with correlation times of t ¼ 20 ms and t ¼ 810 ms;
these correspond to apparent diffusion coefﬁcients of 1–2
mm
2/s and ;0.02 mm
2/s, respectively. The faster component
corresponds to the slower component measured by FCS,
whereastheslowercomponentcorrespondstoanevenslower
process than that measured on the timescale of the FCS ex-
periments presented above. The ACF for each column was ﬁt
and the apparent diffusion (D, red circles) and the extrapo-
lated correlation function amplitude (G(0), black squares)
were plotted as a function of the position along the orbit (Fig.
3, upper). It is of interest that two regions within adhesion
1 have different dynamics. The ﬁrst of these regions (col-
umns 4–11, Dapp ¼ 0.2 6 0.02 mm
2/s) has faster dynamics
thanthesecond(columns28–40,Dapp¼0.0560.005mm
2/s).
The data also suggest a gradient of dynamics within the ﬁrst
region, whereas the second region appears more homoge-
neous.
A PCH analysis of the same data in each column shows
that part of the adhesion, near column 5 (Fig. 3, upper right)
has a high molecular brightness (e, blue circles), suggesting
large intensity ﬂuctuations in this region from paxillin ag-
gregates. This part of the adhesion is moving slowly toward
the left, as seen in the intensity carpet; the trailing part of the
adhesion that is disassembling is around column 5, which
corresponds to this widening and shrinking effect. In the
region of the adhesion comprised by columns 28–40, the
apparentnumberofmolecules(N,blacksquares)increasesas
the brightness decreases (column 33). In this part of the ad-
hesion, the average intensity is high, so that the relative
ﬂuctuation amplitude is small, and therefore, the PCH anal-
ysis cannot distinguish between brightness (clustering) and
number of molecules. The average brightness for a monomer
inthese experimentswas;3000counts/s/molecule,different
fromtheexperimentsusing single-pointFCS(Table 2)dueto
the different lower laser intensity in these experiments. Note
that this part of the adhesion is moving slightly toward the
right. The brightness analysis shows that paxillin proteins on
the left border (the disassembling part) are brighter (more
clustered) than at other points along the orbit. Note that there
are no data for the cytosolic regions between adhesions be-
cause the dynamics are too fast to be measured with sFCS
(Fig. 3, upper right, gaps in plots).
Adhesion 2 (Fig. 3, middle) is growing at one end, but is
not‘‘sliding.’’Thedynamicsatthegrowingtip(columns53–
64, right end of adhesion) is more heterogeneous and faster
than at other parts of the same adhesion (columns 19–32):
Dapp ¼ ;0.1–1 mm
2/s and , 0.1 mm
2/s, respectively (Fig. 3,
middle, red dots). Note that the bleaching at the growing end
is relatively modest. It is interesting that at all positions along
the orbit, the molecular brightness (e) is similar and corre-
sponds to that of paxillin monomers (Fig. 3, middle). In
general, the ﬂuctuations near the growing or newly stabilized
adhesions are mainly from monomers or small paxillin ag-
gregates.
Adhesion 3 (Fig. 3, lower) shows a more rapidly growing
adhesion. The more rapid ﬂuctuations (,2 s) were analyzed
by detrending the intensity data with a fast time window (2 s)
to remove contributions to the ACF arising from the in-




than the other (Fig. 3, lower). This adhesion appears to be
sliding toward the right (Fig. 3, lower, intensity carpet), with
columns 22–27 corresponding to the trailing region. The
PCH analysis in this region shows a high brightness (Fig. 3,
lower, e, blue dots), indicating the presence of large aggre-
gates than are present in regions where adhesions are dis-
assembling.
Overall, our data show that paxillin dynamics within ad-
hesions are fast and that paxillin adds to the adhesions in
monomers or small aggregates when adhesions are growing
or are relatively stable in protrusive parts of the cell. In
contrast, when adhesions are sliding or disassembling, the
trailing region has slower dynamics and is more aggregated,
e.g., ;10 times brighter than the monomeric population.
These examples and conclusions represent data from several
different cells measured on different days.
Effective diffusion at adhesions is dominated by
binding kinetics
To probe many adhesions at once, linear scanning (line
sFCS) rather than circular scanning was done using a com-
mercial Olympus FV300 confocal (Fig. 4). The main differ-
ence between the two scanning modalities is that there is a
discontinuity in the data stream with line scanning, because
thelaserscanningmirrorsmovebackfromtheendofoneline
to the starting position for the subsequent lines. In our mea-
surements, the time between successive lines was 3.45 ms
compared to 1 ms/circular orbit for the sFCS.
The line-scanning data were detrended and transposed into
an intensity carpet analogous to that described for the orbital
scanned data (Fig. 4 B). A time correlation analysis was
performed for each pixel location along the scan axis, as in
the circular-scanning data presented above. The apparent
diffusion coefﬁcients, Dapp, were ;10 mm
2/s in cytosolic
regions (Fig. 4, green arrows) and 0.05–0.1 mm
2/s in adhe-
sive regions (Fig. 4, pink arrows) and revealed heterogeneity
among adhesions. In adhesive regions, the binding-kinetics
model (Eqs. 7 and 8) consistently yielded a better ﬁt of the
autocorrelation functions than thediffusion model (x
2;30%
smaller, Table 3), supporting the notion that the dynamics in
adhesive regions is dominated by binding equilibria rather
than diffusion. In addition, if paxillin were undergoing dif-
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would be on a timescale similar to that of the scan speed and
would therefore be apparent in the intensity carpet. In other
words, if large aggregates diffuse on a timescale similar to
that of the line scanning, the intensity from the complex will
propagate outside of the adhesions and appear in adjacent
columns in the intensity carpet as an intensity streak (simu-
lated data, not shown), which is not seen in the data (Figs. 3
and 4, intensity carpet).
Since the data obtained by line-scanning sFCS are limited
because of the delay between successive lines (.1 ms), the
fast protein dynamics in the cytosol are inaccessible using
standard point-by-point time correlation. However, RICS
(19), which is based on spatial correlations within the line-
scanned images, can be used to determine the cytoplasmic
dynamics. In the RICS analysis, the spatial ACF is calculated
for images and the dynamics of the laser beam motion is
separated from the dynamics due to molecular motion by
ﬁtting the ACF to Eqs. 10–12. This can be adapted to line-
scanning data by analyzing in one dimension along the scan
line. The immobile removal algorithm is applied using data
fromsuccessivelinescanstoremovethelargespatialfeatures
due to the shape of adhesions and other structures that would
otherwise dominate the spatial ACF. RICS in the cytosolic
regions of the line scan (Fig. 4, green arrows) yielded Dapp ¼
20 6 1 mm
2/s, whereas in adhesive regions (Fig. 4, pink
arrows) the dynamics were slower, with Dapp ¼ 0.1 6 0.02
mm
2/s. Therefore, the RICS analysis of the spatial-temporal
line-scanning data provides information on fast diffusion
dynamics, whereas the same data can be analyzed point by
point (column by column) over time to obtain slower binding
kinetic information.
Global maps of paxillin dynamics across the cell
and adhesions
To ascertain the integrated spatial and temporal processes
that underlie cell migration, it is critical to simultaneously
measure protein dynamics across large regions of the cell.
Therefore, we developed a high resolution modality consis-
tent with the binding dynamics observed within adhesions
using time correlation of TIRF image time series. To rapidly
collect high-resolution images (pixel size ;280 nm) with a
sufﬁcient signal/noise ratio, a high-sensitivity back-thinned
EM-CCD camera was used at 90 frames/s (10-ms exposure
time). Since the camera acquires the intensity of the pixels in
parallel, the temporal autocorrelation of the intensity ﬂuctu-
ations can be calculated for each pixel in the image sequence
(28). Intensity ﬂuctuations within TIRF images are domi-
nated by the movement of ﬂuorescent molecules into and out
of the 100-nm-deep evanescent wave at the basal surface of
the cell. Therefore, only regions near the substratum, e.g.,
near adhesions, which correspond to binding interactions,
should show dynamics on this timescale. Note that, due to
limited sensitivity and speed of camera acquisition, the tech-
nique is not fast enough to detect movements of cytosolic
paxillin, which are on the submillisecond timescale.
Images of paxillin-EGFP (Fig. 5 A) were collected at a rate
of 11 ms/frame for 8192 frames. The temporal ACF was
calculated at each pixel location and ﬁt with a binding kinetic
model (i.e., an exponential decay, Eqs. 7–9). When com-
paring the intensity (Fig. 5 A) and the ACF amplitude maps
(Fig.5B),it isclear that the maximum ﬂuctuation amplitudes
do not necessarily coincide with adhesion size or brightness.
In fact, there are many small adhesions (diffraction-limited
spots) identiﬁed near the leading edge of the cell where there
areﬂuctuationsofsigniﬁcantamplitude(Fig.5B,redregions
at the leading edge). The recovered rates span the range from
0.1 s
 1 to ;10 s
 1, indicating that there are both fast and
FIGURE 4 Line scanning of paxillin-EGFP in CHO-K1 cells captured on
an Olympus FV300 laser scanning confocal microscope. Two hundred ﬁfty-
six pixels were captured along the x axis with a pixel dwell time of 8 ms/
pixel; there are 10,000 lines in the y axis. (A) The cell and scan line. (B)
The intensity carpet of the line scan after detrending for photobleaching. The
temporal autocorrelation function at each column was calculated from the
detrended data, and the extrapolated amplitude (G(0), solid squares) and
apparent diffusion coefﬁcient (Dapp, red circles) for each column were
determined.
TABLE 3 Results of the line-scanning experiment





101 0.0070 0.90 1.3 0.0057 13.7 0.9 1.4
127 0.0078 0.63 1.6 0.0065 11.6 1.1 1.4
143 0.0083 1.09 1.6 0.0061 16.3 1.4 1.2
151 (32) 0.0108 0.82 2.4 0.0086 13.9 1.7 1.4
160 (32) 0.0091 0.67 2.1 0.0073 11.6 1.5 1.4
Average 0.0086 0.82 1.8 0.0068 13.4 1.3 1.4
At lines 151 and 160, two adjacent lines were averaged. Fits were
performed using either a diffusion term characterized by G(0) and D (in
mm2/s) or an exponential term characterized by amplitude A and rate k (in
s
 1). Each ﬁt provides a x
2 value. The ratio of the x
2 values for the ﬁt using
the diffusion equation and the rate equation are reported in the last column.
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Biophysical Journal 94(7) 2819–2831slow processes occurring across the cell. The rates are dis-
played pixel by pixel, with an arbitrary threshold (;1s
 1),
showing green pixels as ‘‘slow’’ rates and red pixels as
‘‘fast’’ rates. Note that paxillin is very dynamic in the pro-
trusions at the front of the cell (Fig. 5 B, red pixels).
These image stacks contain an immense amount of infor-
mation, but with so many frames itcan be daunting to discern
what is going on in the cell on longer timescales. To avoid
this difﬁculty, we computed the intensity derivative at each
pixel in the image (see Materials and Methods for details) to
reveal which areas are showing positive changes in intensity,
i.e., adhesion assembly, and negative changes in intensity,
i.e., adhesion disassembly. The images were grouped into
averages of 128 sequential frames, corresponding to ;1.4 s
in time. The changes in intensity between successive frames
for each pixel within these average image frames were cal-
culated according to Eq. 13. This analysis generates two new
image time series, one in which the intensity map represents
positive changes,or growth of paxillin-containing adhesions;
and another representing the magnitude of negative changes,
or disassembly of paxillin-containing adhesions.
Unexpectedly, these maps revealed synchronies in adhe-
sion assembly and disassembly. The map of the intensity
derivative in the small region (64 3 64 pixels) shown in Fig.
6 contains several areas with prominent, bright adhesions
(Fig. 6 G). For two of the adhesions, the intensity increases at
t ¼ 41 s (Fig. 6 A, red), remains high for a few seconds, and
then decreases suddenly. At t ¼ 58 s, the intensity derivative
has leveled off (Fig. 6 C). At other times, either the two ad-
hesions do not change in intensity or the derivative map of
only one of the adhesions changes (Fig. 6 E). For example, at
t ¼ 66 s only one of the adhesions is growing (Fig. 6 D, red),
whereas at t ¼ 75 s two new adhesions (or part of a large
adhesion) are brightening (Fig. 6 E, red) while other parts of
the same adhesion are disassembling (Fig. 6 E, blue). In fact,
the intensity map at selected points in the image (Fig. 6 F)
shows that some of the intensity changes occur at similar
times. That is, they are synchronized on the seconds but not
the milliseconds timescale, suggesting that adhesion assem-
bly regulation may be controlled simultaneously for entire
regions of the cell. However, not all adhesions participate in
this quasisynchronous growth and disassembly: some are
more stable. This timescale (seconds) is consistent with
known rates of adhesion assembly and disassembly (3,4,6).
The RICS approach using LSCM images can complement
the slower binding dynamics revealed by TIRF and map fast
FIGURE 5 Temporal pixel correlation analysis of TIRF
images. (A) Average intensity for the image time series. (B)
Fluctuation amplitude of the autocorrelation function,
G(0), at each pixel. The color scale for the G(0) map is
from 0 to 0.00065. (C) Spatial plot of the rates obtained by
ﬁtting each temporal ACF to an exponential decay; the
rates are color-coded, with those .1s
 1 in red and those
,1s
 1 in green. (D) Histogram of rates determined from
temporal correlation analysis. Scale bar, 5 mm.
FIGURE 6 RICS analysis of CHO K1 cells expressing
EGFP-paxillin. (A) The image was analyzed using the
RICS method. A small region of 32 3 32 points was se-
quentially analyzed and moved in the x and y direction
by 16 pixels/step. For each step, the spatial ACF was ﬁt to
the RICS equations for one diffusion component. (B and
C) Maps of the G(0) and apparent diffusion coefﬁcient,
respectively. Scale bar, 4 mm.
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resolution (19,20). Since many areas of the cell contain rel-
atively immobile structures, e.g., cytoskeletal structures and
adhesions (Fig. 7 A), that will dominate the spatial ACF in
those areas, an immobile removal algorithm (see Materials
and Methods) was applied (19). The RICS analysis is shown
in Fig. 7, B and C, for the G(0) and the diffusion coefﬁcient,
respectively. In the G(0) map, the borders of the cell display
larger ﬂuctuations (red pixels). In cytosolic regions, Dapp  
10 mm
2/s, in good agreement with single-point FCS, sFCS,
and line RICS analysis (Fig. 7 C). These dynamics are
somewhat slower than those measured for freely diffusing
paxillin in the cytosol; this is likely due to the presence of
slower-diffusing components that cannot be completely re-
solved. In the RICS analysis, the dynamics are averaged over
a larger area so it can be difﬁcult to separate the fast and slow
components. Regions that include adhesions systematically
show slower dynamics (Dapp   1 mm
2/s) than regions with-
out visible adhesions (Fig. 7), in accord with Table 3 data
obtained from the line-scanning experiment. It is interesting
that the dynamics of paxillin near the leading edge are very
slow (Dapp   0.2 mm
2/s), likely due to transient binding in-
teractions with nascent adhesions known to be present in this
region of the cell (6).
Adhesion sliding occurs through a
treadmilling mechanism
The FCS and PCH data presented earlier show that the
paxillin monomers exchange rapidly with the leading portion
of sliding adhesions while the large aggregates are simulta-
neously exchanging more slowly in the trailing region. This
suggests a treadmilling mechanism for adhesion sliding, in
which the adhesion is assembling by the rapid addition of
monomers at its leading edge while it is disassembling by a
slow release of large aggregates at its trailing edge. This is
supported by observations on the large row of adhesions
shown in Fig. 5. Derivative intensity analysis and velocity
maps show that these adhesions are moving up and to the
right; this is not a continuous process, but occurs in starts and
stops.TheTIRF-FCSanalysesshowthatthefastestexchange
rates correspond to the growing region, and slower rates are
found at the trailing edge. Analysis of brightness (cluster
size) using the extrapolated G(0) and intensity (see Materials
and Methods) shows that large clusters are exchanging at the
trailing region, where the exchange rates are slower, whereas
smaller clusters or monomers are exchanging with the lead-
ing edge. In addition, when nascent adhesions assemble,
there is a continuous increase in intensity consistent with
addition of paxillin monomers, whereas when the adhesions
dissemble, the loss of intensity occurs in larger steps com-
patible with release of larger aggregates (E. Gratton and
M. Digman, unpublished observation).
Data from ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching also
show dynamic heterogeneity in adhesions. In stable adhe-
sions, ;20% of the paxillin is immobile, whereas in nascent
adhesions, 100% of the paxillin exchanges (unpublished ob-
servation). The analyses of data from ﬂuorescence recovery
after photobleaching show that the entire mobile component
of paxillin can exchange in as little as 12 s (unpublished ob-
servation). These exchange rates are compatible with the
TIRF time correlation measurements, which show exchange
rates on the order of 1–10 s
 1. In translocating (‘‘sliding’’)
adhesions, the distal part of the adhesion has a slower mobile
fraction, whereas the proximal, assembling part shows com-
plete recovery (8). The regions between the rear and the front
show intermediate values of mobile fractions (8).
DISCUSSION
In this article, we implement a toolbox of complementary
ﬂuctuation methods for studying the dynamics of adhesion
proteins during cell migration. Although the dynamics of
proteins in adhesions are well suited to investigation by
FIGURE 7 (A–E) Negative (blue)
and positive (red) pixel intensity deriv-
atives at selected times; 128 frames
were averaged to calculate the deriva-
tive at each time point from 41 to 75 s.
(F) Intensity versus time traces at dif-
ferent pixel locations within the image
time series. The red, blue, and green
arrows identify the points in the image
(G) correspondingtotheintensitytraces.
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highly localized and transient nature present a considerable
challenge. This requires signiﬁcant modiﬁcations of existing
methods and the development of some new approaches. We
applied these modiﬁed methods to paxillin, an adaptor pro-
tein that resides in adhesions and regulates the formation and
dynamicsofprotrusionsandadhesions(29).Paxillinisoneof
a large number of molecules that populate adhesions, either
permanently or transiently, and is a good marker for a variety
ofadhesion-relatedphenomena,includingtheirassemblyand
disassembly (30).
In the cytoplasm, paxillin diffuses relatively freely; this
conclusion is based on a comparison of the diffusion coef-
ﬁcients for EGFP alone (molecular mass 30 kDa) and pax-
illin-EGFP (molecular mass 98 kDa), which are similar, after
scaling for the different molecular masses. In addition, a
brightness analysis using PCH conﬁrms that paxillin-EGFP
is present as a monomer in these regions of the cytoplasm.
In contrast to the nearly free diffusion of paxillin in the
cytoplasm, the motion of paxillin near adhesions is slower
and dominated by binding kinetics rather than diffusion. The
apparent afﬁnity (avidity) increases in the proximity of the
adhesion, probably due to the high concentration of appro-
priate partners for binding in these regions. Our analyses
reveal that the motion of paxillin near and at the adhesions is
too slow to represent ‘‘pure diffusion’’; this is based on the
following: 1), the Stokes-Einstein relationship, which as-
sumes a viscosity similar to that found in other regions of the
cytoplasm (threetoﬁvetimes theviscosity ofwater), predicts
thatthesizeofthediffusingobjectmustbeontheorderof10
8
D, but still contain a few (;10) paxillin molecules. 2), Only
speciﬁclocationsinthecell(adhesionsandadhesionborders)
have high amplitude ﬂuctuations, suggesting the presence of
large clusters in these regions. 3), The autocorrelation func-
tion is best ﬁt using ﬁrst-order binding kinetics at locations
close to or at adhesion sites. 4), Different sides of the adhe-
sions show different dynamics, probably due to a different
afﬁnity for paxillin or concentration of the partners with
which paxillin interacts.
The binding rate obtained with this analysis is the resi-
dence time, or ‘‘exchange rate’’, i.e., the sum of the ‘‘on’’
and ‘‘off’’ rates. To separate the two rates, we would need to
eitherknowoneofthetworates(ortheequilibriumconstant),
or use the analysis of the on/off statistics, similar to the oc-
cupation analysis performed in single-molecule experiments
(31). Unfortunately, the S/N ratio is not yet sufﬁcient for this
typeofanalysis,sincewecannotclearlydistinguishthe‘‘on’’
from the ‘‘off’’ event for single sites from the traces we
collected. However, the values that we obtain appear to be
largely independent of expressed paxillin concentration, and
therefore it appears that our measurements are dominated by
the off-rate.
It is also interesting that the amplitude of the ﬂuctuations
increasesinsomeadhesions,althoughtheG(0)decreasesdue
to the higher concentration of paxillin at these locations.
Since we do not use the t ¼ 0 point of the autocorrelation
function, which is strongly affected by the shot noise, the
large ﬂuctuation amplitude recovered by the PCH and by the
binding rate analysis implies that aggregates containing, on
average, 10 paxillin molecules (10 EGFP equivalents) are
involved in the ﬂuctuations at these locations. Thus, it ap-
pears that large proteins aggregates are exchanging within
some adhesions or regions of adhesions.
Our analyses also point to signiﬁcant differences in dy-
namics and aggregation of paxillin in different adhesions.
The nascent adhesions that reside near the leading edge have
short lifetimes, and bind relatively low-brightness particles,
presumably monomers with relatively low afﬁnity (faster
ﬂuctuations). In contrast, more centrally located adhesions,
which are relatively stable and can last as long as 30 min,
bind paxillin more strongly, presumably as part of a protein
complex, and leave adhesions as large protein aggregates.
Our analyses have also revealed an interesting heterogeneity
in the dynamics within translocating or ‘‘sliding’’ adhesions.
In the proximal (away from the leading edge) part of the
adhesion intensity increases are seen, whereas in the distal
part the intensity decreases. There is also heterogeneity in
paxillin dynamics at the lateral edges of the adhesions. The
sFCS and TIRF-FCS analyses show that these adhesions have
two distinct regions with differential dynamics. In growing
edges, paxillin molecules are accumulating and exchanging
as monomers. In the retracting edges, paxillin leaves the
adhesion in large complexes containing many paxillin mol-
ecules, as well as other molecules. The combination of these
processes results in an apparent sliding of the whole adhe-
sion, with the distal part of the adhesion disassembling.
Although this kind of treadmilling has been proposed pre-
viously to explain the sliding of adhesions (9), our data
provide direct evidence for this mechanism and extend it by
revealing the large differences in the organization and dy-
namics of the leading and disassembling regions. They also
suggestthatadhesionsassemblebytheadditionofmonomers
or very small aggregates rather than from preformed struc-
tures.
Our observations also bear on the interpretation of the
effectivediffusioncoefﬁcientsobtainedpreviouslybysingle-
point FCS applied to study the dynamics of proteins in the
cell interior. These data were generally interpreted in the
context of the rate of transit of the molecule or particle
through the excitation volume. Here, we show that the per-
manence time in a speciﬁc location could also be due to
transient binding interactions. The analysis of the ﬂuctuation
amplitude performed by the PCH, along with the model used
to ﬁt the correlation function, is crucial for distinguishing the
diffusion of protein aggregates from single-molecule binding
kinetics.
From a biological point of view, our observations begin to
deﬁne the differences among adhesions. Our analyses clearly
demonstrate heterogeneity in the organization, i.e., cluster-
ing, and strength of binding interactions among adhesions. In
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extends a number of studies that point to compositional dif-
ferences in adhesions. Although the origin of these differ-
ences remains to be uncovered, the degree of integrin
clustering by the ECM, the organization of actin interacting
with adhesions, and posttranslational modiﬁcations of ad-
hesion components are all likely contributors. It is of interest
that regions in which adhesions assemble, e.g., nascent ad-
hesions near the leading edge, growing adhesions, and
translocating (treadmilling adhesions) adhesions all show
relatively weak binding equilibria and low clustering. In
contrast, regions where adhesions are disassembling have
higher afﬁnities and are in equilibrium with large, highly
clustered adhesion complexes.
In conclusion, this work has demonstrated the application
of correlation methods for understanding adhesion dynamics
in migrating cells. Paxillin-EGFP displays different dynam-
ical behavior in different parts of the cell and different ad-
hesions.Inregionsremovedfromadhesions,paxillindiffuses
freely in the cytoplasm. At and around the adhesions, the
translational dynamics is determined by binding interactions
with partners that are concentrated in these regions. Close to
the adhesion, paxillin interacts as a monomer with the other
proteins. Attheadhesion,large complexescontainingseveral
paxillin molecules associate with other molecules in the as-
sembling or disassembling of the adhesions. The small, dy-
namic adhesions near the leading edge are highly dynamic
and show rapid exchange rates, whereas the more peripheral
adhesions are more stable and show slower exchange rates.
Within a single adhesion, there also appears to be heteroge-
neity, revealing maturation as the adhesion forms. For
translocating (‘‘sliding’’) adhesions, the newly forming part
is highly dynamic, like the new adhesions at the front of the
cell, whereas the ‘‘older’’, more stable and disassembling
regions are less dynamic.
Several ﬂuctuation techniques were used to obtain this
overall picture of paxillin dynamics, including single-point,
circularandline scanningFCS, RICS, andtemporal correlation
using fast cameras. These methods have single-molecule
sensitivity and can be implemented in the laser scanning
microscope environment available in most cell biology lab-
oratories. These methods cover a large range of temporal and
spatial resolution. The very fast molecular dynamics ob-
served with ‘‘freely’’ diffusing molecules in the cytoplasm
are better visualized by either single-point FCS or by RICS,
whereas the medium-speed (millisecond) dynamics seen for
molecules interacting with adhesions are better detected us-
ingtheline-orcircle-scancorrelationmethodsaswellaswith
high-speed, high-sensitivity cameras exploiting TIRF meth-
odology. All of these methods offer very high spatial reso-
lution. At this point, no one approach is able to cover the
spectrum of dynamics at high spatial resolution. As im-
plemented here, these methods complement each other and
together provide a coherent picture of the different molecular
interactions of paxillin in the cell. When combined with the
PCH analysis, they begin to provide a novel and useful pic-
ture of the organization and dynamics of adhesions.
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this manuscript.
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